Sparkrock helps nonprofit organizations leverage
technology effectively to deliver on their missions of
improving the quality of life for people, families and
communities.

Sparkrock 365 for nonprofit organizations
Sparkrock 365 is an all-in-one enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution specifically designed
for nonprofit organizations including community services, associations, faith-based, and more.
Delivering an easy user experience to manage finance, accounting, and human resources
processes, including procurement, tangible capital assets, expenses, find out what you can
achieve with technology purpose-built for your needs.
Sparkrock 365 helps you streamline your processes and reporting to allow your organization to focus on your mission and
serving your community.
Sparkrock’s integrated finance, accounting and HR solutions streamline and automate processes and reporting allowing
organizations to serve their stakeholders with less cost and less stress.

Problem #1. Organizations are using multiple solutions, integrations and workarounds to
address increasing complexity
Reduce administrative burden, meet
compliance reporting requirements,
enhance employee productivity &
satisfaction, and focus on better
serving your community.

““Our integrated Sparkrock solution helps us to be increasingly
transparent. Because the solution provides us with real-time data
and insights, we all have a clear perspective on how we’re doing,
and where we can make improvements. Because we’re working
with taxpayer’s money and the goodwill of people, we must ensure

Problem
How to best manage the growing complexity of finance, HR,
payroll, and scheduling, while confronting shrinking budgets
and growing mandates for stricter accounting and reporting
standards.

Client Solution
Native to the cloud, Sparkrock 365 was designed to close
the gap between the commercial and nonprofit sectors.
Get the functionality you need when you need it, instead
of relying on complicated workarounds or third-party

we’re transparent and accountable as stewards of public funding.”

integrations.

- Marwan Ismail, Executive Director, Polycultural Immigrant and Community Services

Sparkrock 365 helps you gain control over your finances,
make better business decisions, and reduce organizational
risk, while simultaneously managing and engaging
with your human resources effectively through the
mySparkrock portal that supports automated purchasing
and procurement, efficient payroll, and rich HR processes.
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Problem #2. Lack of access to data mean reporting and data-driven decision making are a
constant challenge.
Sparkrock 365 helps you regain

Problem

visibility of your data thanks to an

Many organizations struggle to manage, view, and react to

integrated system and purpose-built

data in real time, leading to uninformed decision making and

reporting tools.

reports that take days or weeks to put together.

Client Solution
Bring the power of a single-source of information and the

15%

of nonprofits have access to
real-time data*

latest reporting tools to your finance and HR teams with
Sparkrock 365. The easy of use and Microsoft’s familiar
and intuitive interface means access to the details you
need to make decision is simple. With appropriate security,
everyone has access to the information they need - and
only the information they need.

*Source: State of Digital Transformation in Ontario Nonprofits

Problem #3. End-of-life and outdated technology puts additional pressure on already
stressed finance and HR teams.
The last upgrade you’ll ever do. With
technology built on the Microsoft
intelligent cloud, be confident that
you are using the best available
technology and the latest version.

Problem
The need to manage, maintain, and upgrade technology
outpaces your internal IT and change management expertise
so you are stuck on outdated solutions that cause as many
problems as they solve.

According to a study conducted by the Aberdeen Group,

Client Solution

organizations saw a 22% reduction in operating costs and a

Do more with less and empower your back office teams

20% reduction in administrative costs after implementing an
ERP solution.

with technology that is always up to date and aligned with
your organizational goals.

Learn more.
Read our Sparkrock 365 blog or request a free
demo of Sparkrock 365 today.
•
•

sparkrock.com/365-announcement
sparkrock.com/request-demo
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